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REXROAT,

			
took over as head
baseball coach at
Cumberland County,
but came back to
Russell County in 1997
to coach middle school
baseball for four years
before beginning his
tenure as head coach at
the high school.
Along with is most
recent achievement
of taking last year’s
team all the way to
the finals of the State
Tournament, Coach
Rexroat is second only
to Mac Whittaker, of
Harrison County, in
number of wins (496
wins and 12th best
record).
He has been the
Regional Coach of the
Year four times, is the
Kentucky East/West
High School All-Star
Chairman, as well as
the Russell County
Little League President.
“Our (Russell
County) high school
coach has always been
the president of our
Little League - for all
65 years,” he said. “I sit
in on the meetings and
make sure it runs as
good as it can.”
Rexroat credits the
high school program’s
success to the consistency of the assistant
coaches.
They work as a team,
and have coached
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together for many
years.
Rob Clark has been
the pitching coach since
2004, Chris Taylor,
Richard Bennett, Josh
Popplewell, as well as,
Steve Kinder, have all
strived to continue to
make the program better, and to look for ways
to improve, Rexroat
proudly proclaims.
While Coach Rexroat
is aware of his success
as a coach, his main
focus is ensuring the
tradition of winning
which is evident in
Laker Baseball.
“Coach Rexroat
isn’t concerned about
individual accolades,”
Rob Clark said. “He will
always give credit to
his players. His main
concern is preserving
the winning tradition
of Laker Baseball and
the success of his teams
and the players, themselves, both on and off
the field.”
“I’ve coached with
David since 2006,”
Clark said. “The time
and effort I’ve seen
him put in to ensure
the team’s success is
unmeasurable. He’s
involved from youth
leagues to the RCHS
program. His involvement is the main
reason Laker Baseball
has maintained success
during his tenure as

head coach.”
As a community,
Russell County could
not be more proud of
Coach Rexroat’s latest
achievement.
He is a deserving
and worthy candidate
to represent Kentucky
on the national level in
July.
“It is such an honor
for David to be selected as the National
High School Athletic
Coaches Association
Coach of the Year,”
Russell County Schools
Athletic Director
Michael Carpenter
said. “I can think of
no one that deserves
the honor more than
him. As the Athletic
Director and father of a
former player, I would
like to thank him for
the time he invests in
Russell County Student
athletes. His countless
hours of dedication and
hard work were rewarded in a historic way this
past baseball season as
he led his team to state
runner-up.”
“Speaking for the
coaching staff, we are
all so happy that Coach
Rexroat has been
named the KHSACA
Coach of the Year and is
a nominee for National
Coach of the Year,”
Assistant Baseball
Coach Clark said.

How Can You Prevent Rabies in Animals?
There are several things
you can do to protect your
pet from rabies. First,
visit your veterinarian
with your pet on a regular
basis and keep rabies vaccinations up-to-date for
all cats, ferrets, and dogs.
Second, maintain control
of your pets by keeping
cats and ferrets indoors
and keeping dogs under
direct supervision. Third,
spay or neuter your pets
to help reduce the number
of unwanted pets that
may not be properly cared
for or vaccinated regularly. Finally, call animal
control to remove all
stray animals from your
neighborhood since these
animals may be unvaccinated or ill.

given rabies vaccine as a
result of rabies exposure
from domestic animals.
While wildlife are more
likely to be rabid than are
domestic animals in the
United States, the amount
of human contact with
domestic animals greatly
exceeds the amount of
contact with wildlife. Your
pets and other domestic
animals can be infected
when they are bitten by
rabid wild animals. When
“spillover” rabies occurs
in domestic animals,
the risk to humans is
increased. Pets are vaccinated by your veterinarian to prevent them from
acquiring the disease
from wildlife, and thereby
transmitting it to humans.

The importance of vaccinating your pet

On a separate note, it
is important to point out
that Kentucky is one of the
unhealthiest states in our
nation; but, a few healthy
lifestyle choices could
change this. First, eating

Although the majority of rabies cases occur in wildlife, most
frequently humans are
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normally proportioned
helpings of nutritious
foods including at least
five fruits and vegetables a
day can lower weight and
reduce heart disease and
diabetes. Second, exercising about 30 minutes per
day can lower blood pressure. Third, avoiding the
use of tobacco products
can reduce several types
of cancer. Finally, making
sure you get your needed
preventive screenings
can detect diseases early
and greatly increase your
chances for a positive
health outcomes, while
receiving your recommended vaccinations can
prevent acquiring disease
in the first place. Visit our
website at www.LCDHD.
org and click the “52
Weeks to Health” banner
to learn more about each
of these areas.
Source: Source: CDC.
gov

